Welcome to TechNet - University of Wollongong

**TechNet**

the network of technical staff, for technical staff

TechNet is a group of Technical Staff who facilitate the sharing of resources, information and knowledge.

**We aim to:**
- Develop a database of all technical Staff campus wide
- Encourage communication between UOW Staff and other Universities
- Raise the profile of technical staff expertise
- Further develop learning opportunities
- Provide technical advice for management of equipment & materials

The TechNet Committee meets every month.

**TECHNICAL STAFF FORUM:**

**22nd November, 2006**

**DISCOVERING YOUR TECHNICAL COMMUNITY**

UOW speakers from a wide variety of backgrounds will be presenting topics relevant to technical staff.

You are most welcome to join us.
For further information, please email

**TechNet Secretary**

sandrac@uow.edu.au